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Abstract- The vast growth in mobile data traffic with its increasing capacity demands necessitates investigating future solutions to cope with these challenges. Network Virtualisation is considered one potential solution to simplify the current wireless networks. Recently efforts have been made to show the performance gains of different resource allocation schemes in legacy LTE air interface virtualization. Moreover Cloud - based mobile networks are anticipated to play a significant role for next generation mobile networks. This paper investigates the potential deployment benefits of a novel resource virtualization algorithm (Traffic Aware Joint Scheduling) in Cloud-RANs (C-RAN). Air interface resources are coordinated and allocated dynamically by a hypervisor among different virtual operators (VOs). Three distinctive schemes are proposed and evaluated against standard Round Robin (RR) C-RAN scheduling. Simulation results show improvements in the throughput of the mobile video traffic and reduction in end-to-end delay for delay sensitive applications. In addition, an assessment of fairness guarantee is considered across all users. Note that this paper considers the impact of the proposed schemes on the transmission/data plane.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The exponential increase in number of devices connected in mobile networks will lead to a data tsunami in the coming years. According to [1], it is expected that the data transmission volume will grow 10 folds by 2019. This will require mobile networks to cope with an unprecedented rate of growth in network usage. Thus new approaches to reshape the network’s architecture are required to deal with these challenges. Network Virtualisation is considered one potential solution to simplify the current wireless networks. Recently efforts have been made to show the performance gains of different resource allocation schemes in legacy LTE air interface virtualization. Moreover Cloud - based mobile networks are anticipated to play a significant role for next generation mobile networks. This paper investigates the potential deployment benefits of a novel resource virtualization algorithm (Traffic Aware Joint Scheduling) in Cloud-RANs (C-RAN). Air interface resources are coordinated and allocated dynamically by a hypervisor among different virtual operators (VOs). Three distinctive schemes are proposed and evaluated against standard Round Robin (RR) C-RAN scheduling. Simulation results show improvements in the throughput of the mobile video traffic and reduction in end-to-end delay for delay sensitive applications. In addition, an assessment of fairness guarantee is considered across all users. Note that this paper considers the impact of the proposed schemes on the transmission/data plane.

II. NETWORK VIRTUALISATION

The concept of virtualisation has been exploited in operating systems and personal computers memory. However, research is
currently taking place to map the work on that domain on networks in general, for example virtualising the network resources in routers, links or BSs. A number of projects have addressed this area such as VINI [8] and many others. The aim of this virtualisation concept is to allow operators to share common physical infrastructure and to coexist on the same platforms. The relevant literature has covered servers and routers virtualisation such as [9]. Resource assignments among VOs needs to take into account many factors such as scheduling fairness and end user Quality of Service (QoS). The authors in [10] introduced an algorithm based on C-RAN and network virtualisation to minimise the network latency. Their scheme considers the cell reselection challenge in small cells environments. Base station virtualisation and its isolation has been presented in [11]. This new trend in mobile network’s world has started to gain potential after its success in wired networks. This study will propose different scenarios of interaction between VOs in each BBU based on the number of users associated with each traffic type per BBU. This can help in terms of exploring the contractual area of the relationship between the InPs and VOs. And this by default will enhance the market as new opportunities will rise for new players to provide new services to their clients using virtualised networks.

III. C-RAN NETWORK MODEL

This study employs a C-RAN network model that has been developed to provide dimensioning constraints for the fronthaul network [3]. The model implementation is based mainly on 5 node types as illustrated in Fig.1. The node types are Application server, BBU, gateway RRH and UE, the nodes are described in detail in [3] and therefore a brief description of each is given in this paper. The application-layer traffic is generated by an application server. Three BBUs as shown in Fig 1 that are utilised in this model.

The BBUs are grouped in one pool and logically parted but physically co-located. The BBU is implemented to play the role of eNodeB in LTE with the same protocol stack. The segmentation process of the data packets received on the BBU SI interface is executed at the Radio Link Control (RLC) to fit the Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs). The Medium Access Control layer (MAC) is responsible of passing the segmentation parameters to the RLC. These parameters are acquired via the channel Quality Indicator (CQI) feedback from the UEs side. The scheduling process of segmented packets occurs at the MAC layer in granularity of 1 ms in accordance with LTE standards. The communication between BBUs and the gateway is CPRI- based; the gateway is the interface between the BBU pool and the fronthaul network along with the RRHs. It plays the role of encapsulation of the CPRI packets from the BBU pool into Ethernet frames that are forwarded afterward to the associated RRH Ethernet interface.

On the RAN side, the model is composed of 9 omnidirectional antennas at the RRHs. Each RRH covers an urban macro cell with Inter-Site Distance (ISD) of 500m. The wireless channel is modelled as Extended Typical Urban model (ETU) provided by 3GPP TS 36.101[12].

In the uplink (UL), a wideband Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) is sent from the UEs periodically to the RRHs, while the CQI depends on measuring the Reference Signal (RS) embedded in the OFDM PRB. The Adaptive Modulation and Coding Scheme (AMC) can only work if the BBU is informed of the channel quality seen by the UE, and depending on the reporting mode (Wideband in this model), the CQI is used by the BBU as an input traffic scheduling process. The CQI reports are received by the RRH and encapsulated as packetized CPRI into the payload of the Ethernet frame [3], these frames are received by the gateway that decapsulats the CPRI payload in order to forward it to the corresponding BBU.

![Figure 1. C-RAN Network Model](image-url)
The BBU in the C-RAN is the responsible entity of scheduling the air interface resources. The authors in [7] have proposed the virtualisation for the eNodeB in LTE. Therefore, in order to apply the same concept in C-RAN the BBU has to be virtualised similarly. Their research is based on a virtualisation enabler entity “Hypervisor”. In order to virtualise the eNodeB into a number of virtual eNodeBs (each associated with VO), the hypervisor has to schedule the physical resource among different VOs. This paper assumes that the hypervisor is embedded in the BBU pool. It collects information about the traffic loads for different traffic types (mobile traffic video, mobile web/data, audio), user channel conditions, QoS on predefined basis for each BBU’s individual cell as well as contractual data between the InPs and the VOs. The a-priori knowledge of the traffic status is employed to process the scheduling of the interface resources (PRBs) between them. Fig 2 demonstrates the logic flow of the algorithm.

The proposed algorithm makes use of Joint Scheduling (JS) that has been a hot topic due to its encouraging results. Extensive CoMP scheduling algorithms have been investigated recently such as [13]. While, the authors in [14] proposed an interference-aware joint scheduling scheme. The algorithm proposed in this paper is based on the Traffic Aware JS (TAJS) technique that distributes (PRBs) among different users depending on their traffic profile. The algorithm considers several types of traffic that are mapped into three VOs. We have exploited the design of the BBU to apply the JS mechanism without the need for BSs coordination as suggested [14]. The lengthy monitoring of traffic loads across all BBUs can be added to the hypervisor database to be able to divide the spectrum between the VOs taking into account other criteria.

The embedded hypervisor in the BBU is designed to execute the TAJS algorithm in the BBUs based on users traffic load and cell’s type (residential or offices). Each cell type has a different traffic distribution during the times of the day, for instance, a residential cell is heavily loaded with traffic like video streaming or social media at evening/night time, while offices are more loaded with voice and heavy browsing during the working hours. The study scenarios (each with unique traffic distribution based on the time of the day) are introduced in the next section.

The TAJS algorithm is based on the collective scheduling for 3 cells that represent the number of cells served by single BBU. The C-RAN model is implemented on the assumption that each RRH has a channel BW of 20 MHz. In other words each RRH has a transmission BW of 100 RBs. Hence the TAJS algorithm has to split 300 PRBs between VOs which are assumed to be three in this paper and classified as:

**First VO (premier)**: VO1 has the highest priority and corresponds to a premium class of service. It requests the greatest portion of the collective bandwidth at the BBU side with fixed guarantees as well as any unused PRBs from other VOs. **Second VO**: VO2 corresponds to an assured/controlled-load type of service and requests a guaranteed maximum BW with further more dynamic allocation based upon other VOs traffic allocation. **Third VO (Best Effort) (BE)**: VO3 has minimum guarantees of collective BW at the BBU side with the chance of being allocated more PRBs that are rented out from other VOs if the load permits.

The dynamic allocation mechanism allows the VO to rent out unused PRBs to other VOs when it doesn’t experience any traffic running at that time slot. It ensures that all PRBs are being utilised regardless to which VO they belong. The performance of the TAJS algorithm will be measured against a standard Round Robin (RR) [15] scheduler that has been implemented in our C-RAN model. The users in RR are assigned the PRBs in turn (one after another) without considering their traffic profiles and QoS requirements, but it assures all users are equally treated. However, TAJS can be considered less fair than RR since it maps certain users based on their traffic profile to the associated VO. The VO’s chunk of bandwidth (in terms of PRBs) is determined at the starting stage of the algorithm. It relies on the VO’s number of the associated users and the VO class (premium or second …). As clarified in the next section, heavy traffic
profile users are mapped to premier VO which are followed by other VO’s users based on their profile as well. To impose fairness, a re-sorting process occurs every scheduling turn as shown in Fig 2. This process depends on three factors ordered in accordance to their power as shown in Fig 2. The first factor is the user association (to which VO the user belongs) that premier VO has the greatest metric followed by other VOs in turn, the second is the user’s weight which is defined by how many times that user is scheduled until the current time and finally the last factor is the time of user last scheduling turn (LST). Considering the first factor, premier VO’s users are guaranteed to be scheduled first until VOi limit is attained. The other two factors provide fairness within a particular VO scheduling process as users with less scheduling times move to the head of the list. Furthermore, if two users have the same weight, the user with oldest LST will have higher priority. The scheduling turn starts by allocating VOi’s users PRBs collectively at the BBU side (VOi’s users could be from all cells), after that VOi’s users are scheduled followed by the BE VO’s users. As the hypervisor has 300 PRBs for each BBU, it calculates the number of used PRBs from other VOs to meet the need of their associated users. If the relevant number doesn’t exceed 300 PRBs then TAJS starts over the scheduling loop again to schedule the VO’s users who haven’t been scheduled at that turn. This occurs when there is a shortage of PRBs in their VOs at the time of the user’s scheduling turn. The VOs that experience shortage of resources will rent unutilised PRBs from other VOs to meet the need of their associated users. Each individual VO scheduling process runs as the right hand side of the flow chart (enclosed by the dashed rectangle) in figure 2. It commences in accordance with the users order after the re-sorting stage.

V. SIMULATION SCENARIOS & CONFIGURATIONS

This paper considers investigation of three proposed scenarios; each scenario combines two cases, one with the TAJS virtualisation algorithm and one with the standard RR. The RR case is based on per RRH scheduling while the hypervisor of the TAJS algorithm is on the BBU basis. The BBU collective scheduling means users that belong to BBU VOi will be scheduled first taking advantage of the highest priority than others across all cells in that BBU. Table I summarizes the simulation parameters.

The application server generates application-layer traffic; the traffic models are represented as traffic profiles and presented in table II. The configured traffic profiles take into account the traffic growth estimations done by Cisco [1] (e.g. mobile video will consume much of future mobile traffic). Vi-Str and Web profiles are the same for all scenarios, however SMV differs slightly for different times of the day.

![Table II](image-url)

Each user is mapped one traffic profile for the whole scenario simulation time. The traffic profile consists of one or more traffic types (e.g. SMV includes Social Media and VoIP). The related traffic profiles account for the aggregated traffic in the network in a certain time of the day. The proposed scenarios can be enlisted as follows:

**Sc.1** has no association with time of the day, at BBU1 Video streaming (Vi-Str) is the predominant traffic (8 users) followed by the Social Media & VoIP (SMV’) profile (6 users) and finally the Web profile (4 users) in the following distribution [(3-2-1),(2-2-2),(3-2-1)] for RRHs 1,2,3 respectively. The notation (3-2-1) is elaborated as VO1, VO2 and VO3 each is associated with 3, 2, 1 users respectively in a particular cell. BBU2 has no certain predominant traffic, BBU3 is SMV’ predominant with (9 users) then Vi-Str (7 users), and web (2 users) distributed as [(3-3-0), (3-2-1), (3-2-1)]. The virtualised case is termed as Dist.Firt. It assumes that three VOs are configured differently for different BBUs, for instance in BBU1 (Vi-Str) users are mapped to VO1 (as (Vi-Str) is the predominant traffic) while SMV’ users are mapped to VO2. The algorithm assumes that when there is no dominant traffic in the BBU, SMV’ users will map to VO3 and Vi-Str are mapped to VO2 which is the case in BBU2.

**Sc.2** is linked with evening time, where the Vi-Str is the dominant traffic across many cells, however some cells have
other prominent traffic profiles, but this will not change the criteria as Vi-Str users are always mapped to VO1, SMV to VO2 then Web to VO3. BBU1 has 8 Vi-Str users, 6 SMV and 4 Web [(3-2-1), (2-2-2), (3-2-1)]. BBU2 has 7 Vi-Str, 7 SMV and 4 Web. BBU3 has 7 Vi-Str users, 9 SMV users and 2 Web [(3-3-0), (2-3-1), (2-2-1)]. The virtualised case in this scenario is named as Unified1-Virt.

Sc.3 corresponds to the morning period and working hours. VoIP and heavy browsing which includes Video on Demand (VoD) are the most common traffic within that period thus this scenario maps all the SMV users to VO1, Vi-Str users to VO2 and Web users to VO3. BBU1 has 8 SMV, 6 Vi-Str, and 4 Web in the following distribution [(3-2-1), (2-2-2), (3-2-1)]. User’s distribution in BBU2 is as follows: 9 SMV, 7 Vi-Str, and 2 Web [(3-3-0), (3-2-1), (3-2-1)]. BBU3 is different as it has 8 SMV, 7 Vi-Str and 3 Web [(3-2-1), (3-3-0), (2-2-2)].

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The C-RAN model used in this paper has been implemented in the Discrete-Event Simulator (DES) tool OPNET modeler. The results section presents the potential performance gain that could be achieved by applying the TAJS algorithm in an actual deployment with comparisons with a standard RR. Fig 3 shows PRBs allocation per each VO at BBU2 Sc.1 over 0.5 seconds.
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Figure 3. BBU per VO allocated bandwidth (PRBs)

It can be observed that VO1,2,3 occupy almost all of the aggregated bandwidth and the number of allocated PRBs varies with time depending on the load of each traffic profile and the VO’s contract. The performance can be evaluated by different network metrics such as the average user, cell or BBU throughput (bps). Average cell throughput is defined by the sum of all users throughput across all cells divided by the number of cells. Fig 4 and Fig 5 demonstrate average cell throughput (Sc.1 & Sc.3). The results show that the virtualised cases in both scenarios outperform the standard RR by 8.13% and 21.23% for Sc1 & Sc3 respectively.

Mobile video content has much higher bit rates than other mobile content types. Thus it is intuitive that allocating more air interface resources for Video users than others with higher priority will result in higher average network throughput. In Sc.1 each BBU has its own priority-based algorithm (scheduling) as Vi-Str users are mapped to VO1 in BBU1. However, the SMV users are mapped to VO1 in BBU 2&3. Sc.3 grants the priority to SMV users across all cells (SMV is predominant). The distinction between TAJS and RR can be clarified as following, assuming a cell composed of 6 users as in our model. The RR scheduler processes all users fairly with no priority. By assuming all users are running the same traffic profile all the time and being allocated the same packet sizes every turn that does the scheduling for one user only. Therefore all users have to wait the same time interval to be rescheduled again. However, in the priority-based algorithm, for instance VO1 has a greater BW portion of 140 RBs (in case of 8 BBU users running its corresponding traffic). Thus its users have the priority needed to be rescheduled in less time interval than RR and other VOs.

![Cell Throughput](image)

Figure 4. Average Cell Throughput Sc.1

![Cell Throughput](image)

Figure 5. Average Cell Throughput Sc.3

To draw a simple conclusion. VO1 specific users have higher throughput than RR case for the same set of users in the same period slot that translates in higher average cell throughput. This conclusion is supported by the statistic results recorded in the simulation that show how many times VO1 users have been scheduled against the same user in the RR case in scenario 1. Numbers show that an average VO1 user has been scheduled 16.8% more than RR case at the end of the simulation time.

Another statistic figure has been added to this evaluation in order to compare the average delay between each consecutive scheduling turns. This figure has been recorded for three users in the first scenario for both cases. Each user belongs to a distinctive VO in order to compare against the RR case as shown in table III.
User 0-2 (RRH1, VO1 user) has less delay when the TAJS algorithm is applied than the standard RR, this conclusion aligns with above mentioned result. User 1-4 (RRH2, VO2 user) has longer delay than RR. This is logical as VO1 users are being scheduled more, therefore other users will be scheduled less often. However VO1 and VO2 user’s traffic data is less intensive traffic profile than VO1. The rest of the section investigates the potential impact on their throughput and the end to end delay. Although the algorithm objective is achieving higher bit rates for mobile video content services that can be assessed by computing the average video user throughput (this metric is calculated by averaging the throughput of all video users across all RRHs in our C-RAN), other traffic profiles should be monitored to assure fairness. VoIP traffic requires different QoS criteria than video. The relevant QoS includes latency which is measured in Opnet as voice packet End-to-End delay that is defined as the time for packet to be transmitted from the source to the destination including encoding/decoding, transmission, propagation processing and queue delay. Other factors to consider are packet delay variation that can be defined as variance among end to end delays for voice packets and jitter. Jitter is a significant parameter used in packet switch networks, it is defined as the variation in the delay of received packets. The packets at the sender are sent continuously with packet spaced evenly apart, however the delay between the packets can vary instead of being constant [16]. The average jitter should be less than 60 ms according to International Telecommunications Union (ITU) [17]. Jitter in Opnet can take negative values as it is computed as the difference between the delays of two consecutive packets at the receiver and transmitter side respectively. All previous voice parameters are averaged for all voice users’ packets across the simulation time. Table IV highlights the above mentioned metrics for the proposed schemes and standard C-RAN RR. The granularity of computing the aforesaid values is taken every 1 ms, however the average value is computed for each.

The voice users in both scenario 1 &3 are allocated with higher priority than others, this will introduce less buffering delay. Scenario 2 shows improvement as well although VoIP users are mapped to the second VO. In order to evaluate the performance gain of the Vi-Str and SMV profiles users, the average Vi-Str and SMV user throughput is taken across all cells for three scenarios. The average Vi-Str user throughput variance around the mean is limited, therefore a mean is considered for average Vi-Str throughput in each scenario as illustrated in Fig 6. It can be noticed that Dist-Virt and Unified2-Virt show significant improvement as compared to RR in terms of throughput by 38.9% and 25.74% respectively. However, Unified1-Virt shows slight improvement over standard RR. In this scenario the number of SMV exceeds the number of Vi-Str users. It can be concluded that mapping video streaming traffic users to VO2 when they don’t form the majority in the BBU has minor improvement. Figure 7 & 8 demonstrates the VoIP Users average air throughput in cumulative density function form for both Sc. 2 & 3.
implementation guarantees a limited number of PRBs for VO in every scheduling turn. At the same time VO can make use of the available PRBs left by VO, & VO when they don't have traffic to run which allows more efficient utilisation of spectrum as compared to static allocation as discussed in section IV.

Figure 8. Average SMV User Throughput (Sc.3) CDF

Fig 9 depicts the average web profile throughput for each case. The average throughput is measured for all associated users. The results show a throughput gain for the proposed schemes in all scenarios by 18% and 11% for Sc2 and Sc3 respectively. Although the algorithm has the least priority for web profile users, the bursty nature of that profile has low level of traffic running most of the time with few sudden increases (sudden traffic peak) according to its distribution profile when the user starts the relevant light browsing.

Figure 9. Average Web User Throughput (bps)

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a Traffic aware Joint Scheduling (TAJS) mechanism for network air interface virtualisation in a C-RAN architecture. TAJS has been designed to adapt resource virtualisation dynamically according to VOs traffic load balance. Greater throughput from a network point of view and an improved performance at the end user side are observed. The results showed a higher cell, Vi-Str and SMV user throughput against the RR scheduler in C-RAN. In addition, end-to-end packet delay and jitter are improved. This work can be developed further by defining more complex hypervisor scheduling techniques that addresses other points such as VO’s interference, RRH’s coordination, joint transmission and the impact of fronthaul delay on them.
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